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Abstract

This paper presents a method aimed at enhancing in-

teraction between a path planning algorithm and a user

to guide a robot motion task in a virtual environment.

Existing works use a two-step decomposition which lim-

its the interaction between the user and the ongoing pro-

cess. We propose a modification of a classic motion plan-

ning method, the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree to build

a Interactive-RRT. This method is based on exchanging

forces between the algorithm and the user, and on data

gathering (labels) from the virtual scene. The Interactive-

RRT is combined with a locomotion controller and then

applied to a virtual character for generating a locomotion

movement along a path suggested by the user.

1 Introduction

This work concerns the realization of a new approach

to solve motion problems in numeric models (digital

mockup) based on interaction between a user and a mo-

tion planning algorithm. The problem of moving an object

inside the digital mockup can be solved generally by two

approaches : interaction device or automatic path plan-

ning.

The classical approach uses an interaction device (3D

mouse or a haptic arm) in order to interact with CAD soft-

ware. Haptics is a recent enhancement that provides an ad-

ditional perceptual modality in virtual environments [5].

A force feedback device allows the user to test collision-

free paths in assembly tasks during the process of indus-

trial design or benchmark maintenance. The contribution

of haptics can improve the use of Virtual Reality [28, 6].

The use of a 3D mouse for interaction, is less expensive

than a haptic device and can give very good results in

many design processes [7, 24]. The main applications

concern the operations of dis-assembly for maintenance

checks as well as during final phase assembly in car and

aeronautical industries

Application in animation by controlling a virtual char-

acter or humanoid using a joystick is a simple an intuitive

approach when the user wishes to control the walking di-

rection [8, 9]. But in complex scenes the user may get lost

and need help in finding the solution easily.

In robotics, a lot of work in motion planning has been

done to compute free paths in digital models for mechan-

ical systems. With the recent results in random planning

algorithm [15] it is possible to solve automatically prob-

lems for systems with many degrees of freedom. The al-

gorithm computes a collision-free roadmap in a configu-

ration space (CS) where the object is reduced to a point.

This point represents the robot’s model in the environ-

ment and the dimension of CS is equal to the number of

degrees of freedom of the mechanical system. The al-

gorithm searches a free path for a point in the roadmap.

Now, companies uses automatic path planning to solve

PLM applications [10]. There are mainly two fami-

lies of methods for building a roadmap, the Probabilistic

Roadmap (PRM) [13] and the Rapidly-exploring Random

Tree (RRT) [16]. The roadmap in the PRM’s case is a

graph and in RRT’s case a tree. The RRT approach is

more interesting to our study because it is faster in the

single query case, when the roadmap computation must

be limited in time.

These methods are very effective but does not allow

interaction with a user who wants to guide movement.

Moreover, it suffers from the difficulty in finding narrow

passages (see for example [3, 1, 25, 17]). When the algo-

rithm finds the narrow passage entrance in the CS, it will

quickly progress to find a solution. Random algorithms

progress easily in narrow passage but have no global vi-

sion of the solution. On the other hand, a user will have

much more difficulties to progress in narrow passages.

For a free or low-constrained environment, a user will

easily find a solution (for example, we quickly steer the

key towards the keyhole). Thus, the user has a good global

vision of the problem, but the algorithm will find it diffi-

cult to explore and find narrow passage.

It is noticeable that the algorithm and a user with an

interaction device, can both work in complementary fash-

ion. The complementarity between user and algorithm is



the essential idea of this work.

The idea of mixing a planning algorithm with user in-

teraction is also interesting in the character animation con-

text. The automatic part can take care of tedious tasks

(creating the walking animation for example), while the

user takes care of higher level constraints such as deter-

mining the path and the upper body movements.

The main contribution of the method is to allow si-

multaneously cooperation between the loop of roadmap

search and the loop of interaction for the user to guide a

virtual character.

The paper is organized as follows. We begin by de-

scribing previous work in interactive motion planning and

using motion planning technique for animation. The gen-

eral interaction loop between user and motion planning

algorithm which is at the basis of our work and the prob-

lem statement are summarized in section 3. The following

section describes the Interactive locomotion planner that

is decomposed into two parts : semi-interactive planner

and interactive planner Several experiments are illustrated

in the various sections.

2 Previous work

The idea of taking into account user input has been

studied by various authors specialized in motion planning.

In [2] the authors use randomized techniques to transform

a colliding user-input path into a collision-free path.

In [21], authors use harmonic functions, computed over

a channel solution generated by a cell decomposition, to

generate guiding forces that aid the user in the virtual envi-

ronment. The idea of [18] is to find a free volume between

start and goal using octree decomposition and A∗. The

path is planned in this volume using an RRT approach.

In all these studies, it is necessary to note that the inter-

action between the automatic search by motion planning

algorithm and the user is simplified by a decomposition in

two stages. In our work we do not separate the two stages.

Among other applications of path planning, virtual

character animation was also explored. In [4] authors

illustrate in a video game the advantages of using path

planning for virtual animation. Some works introduced a

multi-level roadmap that represent movements on differ-

ent ground elevations [22] or for different types of loco-

motion [23]. But path planning based methods are diffi-

cult to customize for a flexible use in character animation.

On the other hand, motion capture is widely used to gen-

erate character animations [14], but can be tedious.

In [20], the author proposed a method to generate au-

tomatically an animation of a walking virtual character.

The method is divided in a planning step and an animation

step. The planning step is done using the visibility-PRM

algorithm. The standard linear local method is replaced

by a method that uses bezier curves to generate a more

natural looking path. The resulting path is resampled to

create intermediate configurations that are equally sepa-

rated from each other in time. This is done to simulate a

speed profile along the path.

The animation step is done by interpolating a limited

set of motion capture samples. The samples are recorded

with constant linear speed v and angular speed ω . Each

sample is identified by its (v,ω) values. Then, for each

configuration on the planned path, its (v,ω) values are

computed and projected into (v,ω) space containing the

motion capture samples. The configuration of the virtual

character is interpolated from the nearest library samples

in the two dimensional (v,ω) space.

In [27], the author stated that the human locomotion

has some holonomic parts. To illustrate that fact he pro-

posed a variant of the locomotion controller including

a lateral speed vl corresponding to the holonomic be-

haviour of human walk. A new motion capture library

was recorded to include a lateral speed in the samples.

While these works greatly ease virtual character ani-

mation, they are based on probabilistic algorithms that are

not controllable by the user. Usually, a user may want

to choose the path among obstacles himself according to

constraints that can not easily be taken into account by

automatic algorithms. The method proposed in section 4

is based on this observation and on the work in [19] and

[26].

3 Interactive Motion Planning System

3.1 Approach overview

The proposed approach aims at improving the operator

guidance with the help of an automatic path planning al-

gorithm with an interactive device, I-Device. We consider

that the user wants to guide the trajectory of the object or

virtual character through I-Devices such as space mouse

or haptic arm. If I-Device is an haptic device the method

uses force through the haptic feedback, in the case of a

3D-mouse, the motion of the mouse is transformed in a

pseudo-force. We use the same name to represent the real

force with haptic device.

The approach has to take into account two constraints:

• The user’s direction of movement has to lead the

planner development.

• The planner has to return some useful information to

the user (haptic and/or visual information) concern-

ing obstacles proximity and if this area has already

been explored.

The general plan is constituted by two main loops

which will work in parallel (see figure 1). In one loop,

the path planner runs to explore the free configuration

space, build a roadmap with RRT path planning method

and search an automatic solution . The sampling and ex-

tension of the initial RRT method is modified to take into

account the user interaction. In the other loop, the user

moves the object in the virtual environment in six dimen-

sions (position and orientation) with the I-Device as he

wishes. The user motion creates a pseudo-force, Fu, and



the algorithm returns the pseudo-force, Fa, that must be

seen as disturbance.

Environment

Virtual

USER

Roadmap

    Interaction
      Device

force/position

Interactive− RRTNodes

force/position

Fu

Fa

Figure 1. General loop

There are three modes of working:

• The user moves the I-Device more quickly than the

development of the planner: the IRRT tracks the di-

rection of the Haptic Device.

• The user does not move the I-Device: the IRRT in-

forms the user of the preferential direction to follow

via visual and pseudo-force information.

• Both user and planner are not working at the same

time: there is a synchronization between both loops

of the main plan, which are working on different

frequencies. The difference of frequency between

both loop is not a problem because each loop is non-

blocking. They’re only sharing few data, i.e. pseudo-

forces.

3.2 Interactive RRT Algorithm

Our algorithm is based on Rapidly-exploring Random

Tree (RRT) approach [16]. Starting at a given initial con-

figuration, RRTs incrementally search the configuration

space for a path connecting the initial and the goal config-

uration. At each iteration a new configuration is sampled

(RANDOM CONFIG) and the extension from the nearest

node in the tree (NEAREST NODE) toward this sample

is attempted. If the extension succeeds (CONNECT ) a

new node in the roadmap is created at a distance ε of the

nearest node. This extension process will be called classi-

cal extension in this article.

In our case it is necessary to take into account the inter-

action with the user. The main modifications of the basic

RRT are to be made on the following stages:

• By definition, the state of the node is binary. If the

node is free and the connection path is also collision

free, the node/edge is created in the roadmap, other-

wise, any information is memorized. It is interest-

ing to memorise information for the user when the

CONNECT function return false.

• The sampling area in RANDOM CONFIG is a cru-

cial point to extend efficiently the roadmap. User’s

interaction must be taken into account in the defini-

tion of the sampling area.

• The NEAREST NODE function has not only to take

into account the Euclidian distance but also the most

interesting nodes with regard to the task of the user.

• At each iteration, the new I-Device position must be

taken into account to compute these differents steps

To take into account these various points we propose a

new algorithm called Interactive Rapidly-exploring Ran-

dom Tree, IRRT, which is presented in detail in [12].

The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 and the princi-

pal steps are:

• Compute an attractive pseudo-force Fa from the cur-

rent tree using the roadmap data (nodes) to influence

the user movement via an I-Device and haptic and/or

visual hints.

• Compute an interaction pseudo-force Fu from the

user’s input (position and/or movement) to take into

account the user’s intention.

• Compute sampling from a pseudo-force Fr: choose

an efficient way to combine user’s intentions and al-

gorithm automatic search (from Fa and Fu).

• Choose nearest neighbor in the tree.

• Extend the roadmap and label the nodes.

Algorithm 1 Interactive-RRT

T (qinit)
for i = 0 to N do

qrand ← SAMPLED CONFIG(Fa,Fu)

qnear ← NEAREST NODE(qrand , T )

Lnear ← NEAREST NEIGHBORS(quser, T )

if CONNECT(T, qrand , qnear, qnew) then

Add Vertex(T , qnew)

Add Edge(T , qnear, qnew)

Update Labels(T , qnear, qnew)

COM← Compute CenterOfMass(Lnear)

Fa← Compute FAlgo(COM, quser);

Fu← Compute FUser(quser);

end if

end for

3.2.1 Attractive pseudo-force computation

We first retrieve the user’s position in the virtual scene

and then take some roadmap nodes (the p nearest nodes)

near this position (NEAREST NEIGHBORS). After get-

ting their respective labels, we compute the center of mass

(COM). The attractive pseudo-force (Fa) is given by the

vector that goes from the user’s position (quser) to the cen-

ter of mass (Compute FAlgo).



3.2.2 Interaction pseudo-force computation

Then we have to compute another pseudo-force from the

user input intended to guide the algorithm development

via a specific sampling method. We first compute the

user’s movement (i.e.: difference between the current po-

sition and the previous recorded position) and then con-

vert it into a pseudo-force vector (Fu) in the configuration

space (Compute FUser).

3.2.3 Sampling method

Allowing the user to control the sampling is allowing

him to lead the search. With the two previous com-

puted pseudo-forces, we can compute a new one by :

Fr = α.Fu +(1−α).Fa.

The parameter α allows to tune the part of user’s inten-

tion compared with the algorithm search. The sampling

is realized by shooting along the Fr direction. The aim is

to have a sampling area deformed along the pseudo-force

direction (SAMPLED CONFIG).

3.2.4 Nearest neighbor

The nearest neighbor search is done by comparing the Eu-

clidean distance between the sampled configuration and

each node of the roadmap (NEAREST NEIGHBORS).

Then we can compute COM using the previ-

ously computed labels as weights for each node

(Compute CenterO f Mass). We take a fixed number p of

neighbors (the nearest ones) for this.

3.2.5 Extension

First we compute a classical extension (CONNECT ).

Then, we analyze the result and classify it in one of

these three categories : Collision (extension has failed),

Reached (extension succeeds and reaches the last shot

sample qrand) and Obstacle (extension reaches the node

qnew but did not reach the shot sample qrand).

3.2.6 Node Labelling

We compute collision labels for the new node and the ex-

tended node. The only information we can use comes

from the collision tests. In the interactive algorithm,

we used them to label roadmap nodes (U pdate Labels).

There are two types of information we used in the algo-

rithm: the distance from the node to the goal configura-

tion and the number of collisions that occur from trying to

extend the node (towards a shot configuration, when this

node was chosen as the nearest neighbor).

3.3 Results

We use a haptic device (haption− virtuose) to move

the object in CAD model. During all the tests the α pa-

rameter is equal to 0.5 for balancing user and algorithm

part. The number of nearest neighbors p is fixed to ten.

The algorithm was implemented in C++ in the software

platform HPP developed at LAAS based on KineoWorks1

The experiments were performed on a PC Dual Core, 2.1

Ghz and 2 GB ram.

This example is a real use-case from the automotive

industry. The problem is to find a collision free path dis-

mounting a part of a car (a silencer) to check the manu-

facturing process or the maintainability of the assembly.

We show only a part of the real environment for visu-

alization problem and the environment is limited to rep-

resent the reality. This example is very constrained and it

is very difficult to disassembly the silencer for a user who

does not have good practice on haptic arm. To help the

user, we did not forbid the penetration of the virtual ob-

ject moved by the user into obstacles, because without a

real 3D display the user can be stuck in a narrow passage

in a complex environment without seeing why he cannot

move. It is not a problem because the algorithm devel-

ops a roadmap in the free-collision space, the soluton is

always without collision.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. The automotive industrial case.

The input of the algorithm is a CAD model with initial

and final configuration for the silencer (figure 2-a). The

goal of the user is to take out the silencer by the top.

The example is solved in a few minutes (solution in

figure 2-c) and much faster than basic RRT. If the user

does not move the haptic device the computation time is

the RRT time computation.

The computation time to find the solution is strongly

dependent on the user dexterity with the I-Device (analy-

sis is done in [11]).

The roadmap build by the I-RRT with the user’s motion

is shown in figure 2-d.

This industrial case is a direct application of the motion

planning system that allows a user to cooperate with the

algorithm to find a feasible path for an object during a

disassembly operation. But the system can also be applied

to other kind of problem such as character animation, as

we shall see in the next section.

1KineoWorks is the path planning dedicated Software Development

Kit developed by KineoCAM.



4 Interactive Locomotion Planner

Animating a virtual character to imitate human be-

haviour is a common problem in computer animation.

Common solutions are key frames and motion capture.

The first one allows users to specify key configurations of

the virtual character and then, intermediate positions are

interpolated. The drawback is that the user has to spec-

ify each key frame manually. The second one allows to

copy a human movement to reproduce it on the character,

but each movement that we want the character to perform

must be recorded.

The main idea of the interactive locomotion planner is

to combine the interactive motion planning system pre-

sented in section 3 with the work in [27] on a non-

holonomic locomotion controller, described in section 2.

This controller use a limited number of motion capture

samples to generate the animation of a virtual character

along any given path.

We decided to separate the planner into two parts to

propose a solution to two different problems of character

animation : animation with a predefined trajectory, and

real-time animation. In the next sections we will describe

these two planners and show some examples of their ap-

plications.

4.1 The semi-interactive planner

4.1.1 Principle

The aim of the semi-interactive version of the planner is

to perform a specific planning query with a known goal

configuration. The main steps of the algorithm are shown

by algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Semi-Interactive Locomotion Planner

Pbezopt ← IRRT(qinit ,qgoal)

Troot ← PATH TO TRAJ(Pbezopt )

Tanim← ANIMATE(Troot )

It can be divided into three parts:

• A planning step using the interactive motion plan-

ning system. The user is guiding a path search

between the initial configuration (qinit ) and the fi-

nal configuration (qgoal). The local method used to

link two configurations is modified to make a more

human-like path. The path search is done with the

bounding box of the virtual character. The bounding

box has three degrees-of-freedom (X , Y , θ ).

• A transformation step from the path obtained in the

previous step (Pbezopt ) to a trajectory Troot containing

time data (which was not the case with Pbezopt ).

• An animation step: for each configuration of Troot ,

the whole-body configuration of the virtual charac-

ter is computed using the motion capture-based algo-

rithm presented in [27].

(a) A simple local method

using Bezier curves

(b) The modified local

method

Figure 3. A non-interactive planning query

4.1.2 Smoothing

In section 3, we described a system to compute a path in-

teractively for a free-flyer type object. In the present case,

the object is not a free-flyer and has non-holonomic con-

straints. With a simple local method using bezier curves,

the path would result as on Fig. 3-a. We implemented a lo-

cal method similar to the one used in [27], but the method

to choose the nearest neighbour was modified to promote

human-like walk, unlike the interactive motion planner.

This smoothing step can be divided into three parts :

• The weight of rotations in the distance computation

was increased.

• A coefficient representing the relative positions of

the two configurations to link is applied on the dis-

tance computation. This coefficient favorizes for-

ward movements more than backward movements.

• The last step uses common path optimization meth-

ods (shortcut optimization, etc.) to smooth the path

resulting from the two previous steps as they result in

a winding path (Fig. 3-b).

4.1.3 Results

In this example (shown on Fig. 4), the user is guiding

the trajectory search through a cluttered environment. On

Fig. 4-a), we can see the user’s path in green. It is ap-

proximative (the red frames are showing colliding parts

of this path) because the user is not really experienced

with the interactive device. The uniform component of

the sampling method allows us to avoid the collisions on

the user’s path. The roadmap build by the interactive al-

gorithm is shown in black. On Fig. 4-b), the computed

trajectory is displayed.

Another run (which implies another user path in this

case) of the semi-interactive planner in the same environ-

ment is shown on Fig. 5-a). In this case, the algorithm

chooses another path for avoiding the table in the central

room. The Fig. 5-b) shows the animation of the virtual

character along the trajectory computed on Fig. 5-a).



(a) In green, the path im-

posed for the virtual char-

acter by the user using the

interactive device. In black,

the roadmap build during

the planning.

(b) The path resulting from

transformation using bezier

curves.

Figure 4. Guiding character movement

4.2 The interactive planner

4.2.1 Principle

The main goal of the interactive version of the locomotion

planner is to animate a walking virtual character while the

user is guiding the path. In this version, the goal configu-

ration can be omitted as the position of the user is replac-

ing it. The idea is to animate the character along the path

traveled by the user during one iteration of the algorithm

main loop. This idea is described in the algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3 Interactive Locomotion Planner

loop

Plinear← IRRT(qpv)

Popt ← BEZIER OPTIMIZER(Plinear)

Troot ← PATH TO TRAJ(Popt )

Tanim← ANIMATE(Troot )

qpv← PLAY(Tanim)

end loop

The algorithm can be divided into five steps:

• A planning step

• A transformation step

• A trajectory step

• An animation step

• A playback step

These steps will be detailed in the next section.

4.2.2 Steps

These five steps are computed in parallel with another part

of the algorithm which does not appear in the implementa-

tion : the user side. During one iteration of the algorithm,

the user moves the interactive device to specify the path

that the virtual character should follow.

(a) In black, the path obtained with the semi-

interactive planner. Axes are indicating the

character orientation along the path.

(b) Character animation along the path.

Figure 5. Semi-interactive Locomotion Plan-

ner case

1. The first step is the planning step (IRRT(qpv)). This

step plans the path of the character bounding box

between the character start position qpv and the cur-

rent user’s position (specified with the interactive de-

vice). For this step, the interactive motion planner

described in section 3 was used with some modifica-

tions aimed at reduce the computation time. First, the

local method was simplified to a simple linear inter-

polation method. Secondly, the degrees-of-freedom

are reduced to 2 : the orientation of the bounding box

is not taken into account anymore. The resulting path

Plinear is collision free.

2. The second step is the transformation step. The

goal of this step is to get a human-like path Popt

from the planned path Plinear, using bezier curves

(BEZIER OPTIMIZER(Plinear)). The different steps

of this transformation are detailed on Fig. 6.
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(a) The path resulting

from the planning step.
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(c) Bezier local paths are created between the intermediate

configurations.

Figure 6. Transformation step

3. The third step is the generation of a trajectory with

information. The path resulting from the previous

step does not have any speed or time information.

For animating the character, speed information is

computed acoording to speed and acceleration limi-

tations provided by the samples of the motion capture

library (PATH TO TRAJ(Popt )).

4. The fourth step is the animation step

(ANIMATE(Troot )). Using the trajectory com-

puted in the previous step, the actual configurations

of the character along the path are generated by in-

terpolating motion captures samples. These samples

are chosen in the library depending on the speed

along the trajectory.

5. The fifth step is the playback step (PLAY(Tanim)).

The trajectory previously computed is applied to the

virtual character. This step is aimed at giving a visual

feedback to the user during the computation.

The five main steps of the algorithm are repeated until

the user stops the algorithm.

4.2.3 Results

This section show some examples to describe and illus-

trate the interactive version of the locomotion planner.

On Fig. 7, different steps of the interactive locomotion

planner are shown. Fig. (a), (b) and (c) shows the three

first iterations of the algorithm. No optimization is visible

because the path is to small. The algorithm is tracking

the user position. On Fig. (d) and (e), the path is slightly

optimized to be more natural looking.

Fig. 8 shows that the collision avoidance properties

of the semi-interactive planner are also working with the

interactive planner. The user seems to be unexperienced

with the device and draws a colliding path. The algorithm

manages to avoid the colliding parts and reach the user’s

position.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7. Different steps of the interactive

planner, in chronological order

(a) In green, the collid-

ing user path. In black,

the path given by the inter-

active planner tracking the

user’s position.

(b) In black, we can see the

roadmap build by the inter-

active planner. In green, the

final path.

Figure 8. Interactive Locomotion Planner
case

One of the problems that occurs with the interactive

method is that the collision avoidance is only local and can

create blocking situations. For example, when the user is

in collision (to ease the guidance by the user, collisions are

not forbidden) or is crossing walls, the algorithm may not

be able to reach his current position in the virtual scene,

and will use the nearest non-colliding position to gener-

ate the animation. The user’s path may not be followed

exactly.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we described a simple interactive method

designed for interaction between user and a path planning

algorithm. This method is based on pseudo-forces ex-

change between the algorithm and the user, and on data

gathering (labels) from the virtual scene. We saw an illus-

tration on a real industrial case. The method was applied

on virtual character animation to compute a locomotion

movement. Two cases were covered. The first one, when

the goal of the planning query is known, is solved with

a semi-interactive planner which can avoid collisions and

help an unexperienced user to find a path. The second one

uses a fully interactive method to track the user position

while animating the character at the same time, locally

avoiding collisions.

We should integrate a real haptic device in order to use

real forces and contact perception from the virtual scene

instead of using only movements speeds. We have to de-

fine a normalization forces, in order to let the user decide



all along the process. Visual hints have to be inserted from

the labels to have a visual feedback. Concerning the in-

teractive locomotion planner, the algorithm performances

depend on the length of the path to animate. In the inter-

active version, since the path is modified at each iteration,

the animation has to be regenerated and the computation

time grows with the length of the path. It can be interest-

ing to modify the algorithm so that the computation time is

constant with the length of the path by reusing previously

computed animations.
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